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Next Meeting

Presidents Report
Can you believe it – we are nearing the end of this Rotary year (Changeover night in about 2 months), and a new
Rotary year will soon commence!

THURSDAY 18 APRIL
CLUB MEETING
SABU REPORT
CHAIR; MALCOLM PARKS
CASH; RICHARD JONES & DAVID LANGWORTHY
AV; DAVID LEA
HOST; GEOFF STOCKDALE
VICTORIA GOLF CLUB 6:30 FOR 7:00

I see PE Bob is very busy with all the preparation work
that he has to do in the few months before he starts his
Presidential year, and he seems to be well and truly on
top of it all. We all very much look forward to what I
believe will be a great year with Bob as our President.
As I mentioned at the last meeting, Antony Nixon has taken over Almoner duties from Harry Wolfe, as it is difficult for Harry under the circumstances. Thanks to
Antony for helping out, and to Harry for the
great job he has done. Antony will continue as
Almoner into Bob’s year.

THURSDAY 25 APRIL
"PASTA & PIZZA" FELLOWSHIP NIGHT
SIX KEYS RESTAURANT & BAR
6-8 KEYS STREET, BEAUMARIS
6:30 FOR 7:00
$30.00 PER PERSON, PLUS DRINKS
THE RESTAURANT IS FULLY LICENSED, NOT BYO

We had Sonia Chudiak and Sue Parks from City
Mission come and speak to us on Mates for Inmates, a very innovative program by City Mission
which involves training abandoned dogs through
the prison system. Female prisoners have close
contact with the dogs and are involved in their
training and care, and the program is already
proving to be of great benefit to both the inmates and the dogs. RCOB made a $100 donation on the night to City Mission. They also have
a “Sleep at the G” event coming up, which will
raise money for the homeless. We were asked to
turn up with our sleeping bags and help the
cause, or else help by sponsoring somebody
(maybe the better option!)

THURSDAY 2 MAY
SPEAKER, OSCAR YILDIZ
TOPIC; BULLY FREE AUSTRALIA
CHAIR; BOB MCARTHUR
CASH; GLENDA LAUGHTON & CHRIS MARTIN
AV; MALCOLM PARKS
HOST GEOFF STRINGER

As usual, we were blessed with many visitors for
our meeting.
Our Assistant Governor Wil and his wife Sue
joined us, with Wil giving our wonderful club (his
words) a AA+ rating. Thanks Wil, you can visit
us anytime!
We also enjoyed the presence of PP Jennifer
Newton and new member Pat Morton from
Hampton Rotary. Jennifer wanted to be sure we
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were aware of Hampton’s Trivia night coming
up on Friday 3rd May at Sandringham FoorEntertainment
ball Club. Judi, as stand in for Heather, was
Books<entertainment@hamptonrotary.org.
on the ball and did an excellent job of proau>
moting the event. With all the training we
get every week from Sergeant Tony’s quiz
we should be able to come up with some
strong competition. I hope we can support
Remember tickets are $2 each and the buyer must fill in
their name, address and a contact phone number. Each
Hampton with a good turnout.
member is to complete the front page of their books and

David Hone brought along his friend Tony Taggart – that front page is to be returned with their books. Please
great to see you at our meeting Tony, and I hope we put the money in an envelope with your name on the
front and return to Susan or Tony.
see you again soon. We also welcomed Shirley
Frewen, who joined Roger for the evening.
A reminder for all members to seek out potential Rotaractors that may be interested in joining Kingston
Rotaract club. If you know of anyone please ask
them to contact Isabella, see her details inside.
Our next meeting on 18th April is again at VGC,
when we can look forward to a Sabu evening from
Fred and his International team. I hope the AV system works for you this time Malcolm!
Stay safe everyone.
President John

Please note;
1) Sales to Date; $660
2) We have until end May to sell the tickets.
3) We have 8 spare books if anyone wants to sell more
4) In Susan’s absence please return money and books to
Charmaine.

Rotaract Club
of Kingston
As a small club they are
looking for new members
aged 18 to 30. If you
know someone who may be
interested in joining please
let them know.
Contact Isabella Coleman at;

Save Heaps; Buy an Entertainment Book
Now, only $65, email Pat Murdoch of RC
of Hampton at;
entertainment@hamptonrotary.org.au
TRAILER AVAILABLE TO RCOB MEMBERS
A “6X4” steel box trailer is available to all RCOB Members for casual
use. It has a 7 pin round plug, lights
etc. . Please contact Geoff or Kerrie
OVERSEAS MODEL
if you wish to borrow it. No registration / insurance; all responsibility
with the user.

Email; isabella_rose@hotmail.com
Mobile; 0423 352 600

Note; As part of our arrangement with Hocking
Stuart discounts on agents fees are available to
RCOB members.

Hocking Stuart Sandringham
62-64 Station Street
Telephone: 03 9521 9800
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Not to be Missed; Sabu Story Update

This coming Thursday night is “Sabu Night”. International Director, Fred and the team will give a detailed report back on their visit last year. This will
include a new video with a thank you from Pastor
Franz, thank you gifts to the club etc.
Rotarians from the RC of North Brighton who are
now partnering us in our Sabu project will be joining
us.
Norm Brasch from RC Nth Brighton has put together
a beautiful story of his experience on last years trip
to Sabu, in response to his grand children asking’
Where did you go?
Why would you want to go there?
This story is included later in this edition.

Community Service Update
Following the excellent talk from Andrew Peach from
Evolve earlier in the Year, Board have approved
spend of $3,000 to equip this organisation with
much needed hiking boots and steel capped workshop footwear for use by youths at their outdoor
centre. Evolve use Narrative & Bush Adventure Therapy to help disadvantaged and at-risk young people rewrite their story for a more positive future, and
have a very high success rate of preventing people
going off the rails, with obvious long term benefits to
the community and tax payer. Their current footwear
is all over 8 years old and as you can imagine gets
a lot of hard use, this was identified by them as the
way we could help most to support their work. Martin will be finalising the details with them in the near
future, pictures and further information to come in
due course (see www.evolve.org.au for more info on
Evolve).
As part of our Mental Health work we have recently
agreed to make a $2,000 donation towards the setup of an innovative post natal depression facility at
Sandringham Hospital. Important in its own right, this
work also is hopefully the start of a productive partnership with the Hospital, with plans being investigated for the club to build a ‘Reflection Garden’ Gazebo at the Hospital, more information on this to follow
soon. Ken is progressing this activity.
Adrian Culshaw

Our Guests Rotarian Pat, AG Wil, PP Jennifer, Tony and Wil’s wife Sue.
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This Week’s Speaker’s; Sonia Chudiak and
Sue Parks
Topic; Mates for Inmates
Sonia and Sue introduced us to the Melbourne City
Mission’s Mates for Inmates pilot program which was
launched on 20 March 2013. Funded by Melbourne
City Mission, Mates for Inmates brings unwanted and
abandoned dogs from Animal Aid into a prison in
Victoria.

this program after the pilot ends. This is a Melbourne
City Mission initiative and Animal Aid is providing
the dog training during the program.
The program aims to match dogs in need of training
and re-housing with specially screened and selected
candidates. The candidates will be taught dog handling skills and learn to care for and groom the animals. At the end of their course, the candidates will
come away with new skills, which they can continue
to use and develop after they exit prison. They will
also be given the opportunity to complete a certificate in dog handling, which will help them gain a
pathway into employment.
Not only does the program aim to rehabilitate these
homeless dogs and increase their adoptability by
providing them with training and love, it also rehabilitates the women by giving them responsibility, a
sense of purpose and providing them with future opportunity for employment.

The pilot program will see two dogs matched with
six women in the prison for a six week period. This
inaugural program, based on the Pups in Prison
model, is an innovative and exciting new program
which aims to give women and dogs a second chance
through rehabilitation and training.

Prison management believe these types of programs
improve the overall atmosphere at the prison, creating a more positive environment, improving interpersonal relationships, and providing the women with
job training, allowing for smoother re-entry into society.
While the pilot program has only been underway
for four weeks the feedback from all concerned is
exceptionally positive. This was very evident in the
enthusiasm with which Sonia and Sue spoke about
the progress so far. The program is not funded by
government and needs sponsors to grow and reach
its full potential.

Melbourne City Mission's Mates for Inmates pilot
program is currently taking place in a women's prison in Victoria. Similar programs have been running in You can find out more about this program at;
Australia and overseas since 1986 with a 92% nonreoffend (recidivism) rate for candidates who have
http://www.matesforinmates.com.au/about.html
participated. Melbourne City Mission is seeking donations to raise enough money to continue running
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A Humanitarian Adventure in Indonesia with Rotary
Background
About 45 years ago, an Austrian Catholic priest named Franz Lackner travelled to the remote desert island of Sabu in the Indonesian archipelago to serve the Catholic community in the small village of Seba. The island is 10° south of the equator, has three
months monsoon and nine months drought each year and the population of some 50,000 people are among the poorest in the
world. Drinking water is only available from wells up to 30 m deep and many deaths occurred in the digging of these wells
through cave-ins. Pastor Franz initiated a small business casting concrete rings to progressively line the wells as they are excavated and this has eliminated the deaths and extended the life of wells by eliminating cave-ins.
Rudimentary primary schools are available across the island however the only secondary schools are in Seba so the majority of
children were unable to attend due to the distances, the terrible roads, and the lack of transport. Using money donated from
friends in Austria, Pastor Franz set up a boys hostel in the village and built a girls hostel next to the Catholic Church. Students of
all denominations are welcome to have their children stay in these hostels during the week and attend the high school – returning
home during the weekend. This has worked very well as many talented students succeeded to year 12, but as there is no tertiary
training on the island, further opportunities did not exist. Pastor Franz then set up and paid for a boys hostel and a girls hostel in
the mainland township of Kupang, some 200 km over the Sabu sea where there are a number of tertiary colleges and universities. Some of his successful tertiary qualified students are returning to the island to take up teaching positions and others are taking up important positions in government and teaching in Kupang.
Sabu island had almost no government presence in recent times with only one policeman and no other officials residing on the
island. Probably due to some of his ex-students now holding government positions in Kupang, the civil authorities are playing a
more positive role as 200 government employees are currently on the island building roads, storm water drains and public toilets, which are urgently needed. There are now eight doctors on the island.
The main occupation is subsistence farming. During the three months monsoon, rice is planted and harvested and crops fail frequently. It appears to be a standard that everyone has one meal per day at midday consisting of boiled rice, some fish, chicken,
beans, spinach and possibly a small amount of tomato. Wine is unavailable but Indonesian beer is available at a cost. Many families supplement their income during the dry season by breaking up stones into gravel for sale to concrete makers. Weaving sashes and traditional loincloths in classic patterns is also undertaken but they tie-dye the individual warp threads to produce the
same woven pattern on both sides with no printing. This method is used in only a very few remote places in the world.
Dysentery and malaria are the major illnesses and Pastor Franz himself has recurrent bouts of malaria. In spite of all the above,
the people are generally cheerful, accommodating and interested in foreigners and it is a delight to be in their company.

The Current Situation
Pastor Franz is now 72 years old and is not in good health. His generous supporters in Austria have thinned out with age and
funds are not as available. His parish numbers 1000 people and he is supporting 60 students in the two Seba hostels and 30 students in the two Kupang hostels. To our Western eyes, three of the hostels would be classified as unliveable hovels with leaking
roofs, unsanitary toilets, virtually no facilities for food preparation and large open areas of untreated sullage as breeding areas
for malaria mosquitoes. This sullage eventually seeps into the ground and contaminates the drinking water from nearby wells.
The Rotary club of Beaumaris has supported Pastor Franz very strongly over the last six years:• a new dormitory for the girls hostel, a new house for the primary school teacher in another part of the island, plus several
wells.
• stimulated the fledgling Rotary club of Kupang to take an interest in the island. This has led to donations of specialised
equipment to make the concrete well rings and discounts and gifts of equipment and structural materials from local Kupang traders
• a jackhammer to dig wells in rocky ground, a new motorbike for Pastor Franz.
a current organised promotion to support the running costs of the four student hostels to help pay for food, travel, vegetables,
medicines, phone, and drinking water. These are costing nearly AU$25,000 per year.
The Bishop of Kupang has been reviewing the situation and it is possible he will appoint a young priest to assist Pastor Franz
and there is also the possibility of a nun – Sister Susi – also being appointed to work on the island with Pastor Franz. (She has a
degree in civil engineering and has been working on an overall water plan for the island.)
Sabu has electricity, mobile phones but the internet is probably 6 months off.
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Sabu Island Visit October 2012
There were six people on the team being Fred Hofmann, Geoff Stockdale, David Langworthy and Malcolm Parks from Beaumaris Rotary Club and Richard Potter and Norm Brasch from Brighton North Rotary Club. Sunday the 21st. We arrived separately on and discussed the forthcoming program over dinner.
Prior to this visit, a number of the team had done significant research into current practices of solving sullage problems in the
tropics where for some months during the year, torrential rains cause havoc with inefficient septic systems. We discovered an
Indian grass called Vetiver which is used widely around the world for perfume oils and to soak up sullage and toxic waste with
no apparent downside. The roots can extend down to 4 m and can absorb up to 2.5 litres of fluid per day per plant. In addition
the plant can absorb and neutralise phosphorus and nitrogen as well as eliminate E. coli et cetera as vetiver oil is a mild antibiotic. The grass - a cousin of Lemon Grass - is not classified as a weed as it does not seed and, if shaded by native vegetation,
will die. In addition, the grass fronds can be cut regularly and used for cattle fodder, mulch or basket weaving. After much trouble, Geoff Stockdale was able to locate and purchase 50 vetiver plants from the East Bali Poverty Project which we nursed for
several days until we arrived on the island.
Monday the 22nd. We took a two hour flight from Bali to Kupang where we visited the girls hostel and gave them a suitcase
full of clothing which had been collected from Rotary club members and families. These gifts were received with shrieks of delight but the most popular items were some 12 left over T-shirts from the Rotary "Swim for Hunger" Games.

The hostel was a shock. The toilets were substandard, the kitchen consisted of a dirt floor and two camping gas burners, two or
three girls to a room, an old well for all water needs, cramped study area, but the children seemed happy with their lot. That
evening we dined with Theo Widodo who is the president of the Rotary Club of Kupang.

Tuesday the 23rd. Theo runs a large hardware store in Kupang and we spent the morning investigating and pricing the hardware items we would need to specify and use to improve the septic systems on Sabu. In the afternoon, we visited the boys hostel
in West Kupang which was probably in worse condition than the girls hostel. However, there are plans to build a new boys hostel on land near the universities which has been generously donated by a previous successful student from Sabu Island.
Wednesday the 24th. Things seem to move very slowly in the tropics. We queued up for our flight to Sabu Island on a small 12
seater plane. Because we had a huge suitcase full of soft toys for the children on the island, we had to pay 320,000 rupiah excess
baggage. The 50 minute flight to the island was picturesque and we were met at the airport by Pastor Franz who organised
transport to our Pension in the "Taliban" – an old tray body truck with a lounge seat in the back. The weather was much hotter
and more humid on the island and air conditioning is unknown.
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We were accommodated two to a room with two beds, a fan and good mosquito nets. Although the locals eat only one meal at
midday, we were served the same meal three times each day which consisted of boiled rice, fish pieces, chicken pieces, chopped
beans, spinach and a small amount of tomato. Our shared bathroom was fully tiled and consisted of a toilet, a water reservoir
complete with a small fish- presumably to eat mosquito lava -and a bucket to tip water over oneself. Also, the presence of the
fish indicated that the water was useable. Drinking water was provided in large commercial plastic containers.
The only luxury we had was local Indonesian beer which was good and readily available.

We then proceeded to the Catholic hostel/church compound and were ceremoniously welcomed in the new dormitory unit built
with Rotary funds. We were presented with woven sashes of local designs which included an Australian flag. That evening we
dined in at our Octo Pension with Pastor Franz and agreed our activities for the next day.
Thursday the 25th. We divided into two teams. David, Malcolm and I were set the task of measuring the entire compound with
all the buildings and facilities and produce a drawing that could be used for planning complete with improvement recommendations. This was done with some difficulty as the perimeter fence comprised 9 sides and all the angles were different.
We needed an estimation of the amount of water being used by the girls in the shower block and the clothes washing well in
order to determine the number of vetiver plants needed to safely contain the sullage. I spent some considerable time discussing
this with the senior girl, Angelique, and ascertained that all the girls shower/bathed in the morning and about half of the girls
again in the late afternoon using approximately 13 litres each time. Allowing a generous safety factor, we estimated that the girls
shower block needed at least 200 vetiver plants. This could be achieved by working over the existing sullage pit and planting the
vetiver at the prescribed 400 mm x 150 mm spacing in 5 rows.

The usage of the clothes washing well (above right) appeared to be sporadic and we could not get a proper estimation of water
flow. However we did observe about 20 to 25% loss of clean water due to excessive splashing. This could easily be avoided by
building up the retaining wall, and on mentioning it to Pastor Franz, in 5 minutes he had two girls applying bricks and mortar
very expertly to the area required. As we had only 50 vetiver plants we felt they could be best used as a demonstration area by
constructing a typical reed bed for the washing well.
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On investigation of the twin squat toilets (above) and a very smelly septic tank we decided to recommend the demolition of
these and a new double toilet to be located in a more convenient area near the girls shower block (above right). Depending on
the success of the vetiver test, the toilet black water could be treated with a conventional underground septic system or a septic
tank followed by a vetiver channel model.
In the meantime the other team had travelled around the island to Mesara and Liae villages and determined that two more primary school teacher's residences are needed at about AU$6000 each. In the evening we dined with Pastor Franz and made our recommendations. He was very pleased with the results and agreed that we should proceed.
Friday the 26th. With help from the hostel boys and girls, we re-laid out the sullage pit for the washing well and constructed a
vetiver reed bed of 50 plants capable of being increased to 200 plants. When we had completed this, Pastor Franz asked us "what
about the goats?" Evidently local goats roam in and out of the village and eat everything. Within 30 minutes Pastor Franz hand
acquired a large role of fencing wire and the hostel boys showed their expertise in creating a rectangular fence around an expanded vetiver reed bed.

We were then taken on a brief tour around part of the island in the back of the Taliban. It was market Day and about 5 km out
we stopped to pick up a woman and two small children ages about five and 3 plus a heavy bag of goods. It was another 10 km
before we reached her family group by the side of the road. They were stone breakers who sold gravel to concrete makers. We
also saw women carrying huge loads of water up steep inclines from the river, but no men seem to do this task.
We brought a large suitcase full of soft cuddly toys for the girls in the hostel. On opening the case there was a mad rush, all the
dolls disappeared and it was interesting to see 20-year-old girls cuddling baby dolls with dummies etc showing the same enthusiasm and interest as our young children do at home. It appears that cuddly toys are not part of the culture probably due to the cost
or the lack of availability.
Pastor Franz was told that I was a protestant so he rounded up all the protestant hostel girls and suggested a group photo (below
right). The behaviour and friendliness of all the students we met was exceptional.
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Saturday the 27th. To the airport and onto the small plane but had to disembark again because of an overheating fire alarm in
the engine. This was fixed by physically turning the plane around into the breeze and allowing the engine to cool. Safe flight to
Kupang. We met with the nun Sister Susi from the engineering faculty of the Catholic University who is interested in our work.
She also rides a motorbike everywhere. Also discussed the new Australian ROTA POTTA water filtration system available for
AU$600, as it is high on the list of our future purchases.
Evening meal with the Rotary club of Kupang and they agreed to assist us in purchasing a small chainsaw for Pastor Franz for
cutting fuel for cooking fires and removing the tree coverage over the vetiver reed beds.
Sunday the 28th. We provided a group lunch for 42 male and female students from the Kupang hostels. This was a very happy
occasion where the students could practice their English on us. They wanted to know all about our families and our country. At
the end we had an endless photo shoot where everybody had to cuddle or hug everyone else-maybe this is a national characteristic but I sensed that the students were missing their families and affection.
Uneventful flight to Bali then a long wait and a night flight to Melbourne.

Norm. Brasch
Rotary Club of Brighton North
Victoria
Australia
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BEAUMARIS ROTARY

2012-13 CLUB STRUCTURE

BOARD
CLUB SERVICE
President
John Manks
Director
Bob McArthur
PE, VP, Exec Sec
Bob McArthur
Auditor
Tony Phillips
Secretary
Roy Seager
Program
David Hone
Treasurer
Richard Shermon
Meeting Attendance
Greg Every
Foundation
Richard Jones
Newsletter Editor
David Lea
</body></body></body></body>http://www.collaborativelaw.us/articles/The_Development_of_Collaborative_Law.pdf
International
Fred Hofmann
Fellowship
Heather Chisholm
New Generations
Rob Fenton
Sergeant
Tony Phillips( David R.standby)
Membership and Marketing Trish Smyth
Webmaster
David Lea
Community
Adrian Culshaw
Photographer
Greg Every
Fundraising
Harry Roberts
Almoner
Antony Nixon
PP and On to Conference
James Glenwright
Host(s)/Cashiers
Roster
ARH representative
John Beaty (non board)
Youth Protection Officer
Malcolm Parks
Vocation
Coordinate with program
TEAM MEMBERS
International
Community
New Generations
Fundraising
David Langworthy
Malcolm Sawle
Chris Martin
Geoff Abbott
Geoff Stockdale
David Greenall
Glenda Laughton
Kerrie Geard
Ross Phillips
Martin Fothergill
Heather Chisholm
Charmaine Jansz
Roy Seager/James G. (Golf parking)
Tony McKenna
Greg Every
John Beaty
Zillay Batool
Mary Sealy
John Van Dyk
Larry Jackson
Ken Mirams

Mike Hede
Geoff Stringer
Geoff Stringer
Greg Every
Mal Parks
Susan De Bolfo
Ken Mirams
Don Cullen's 2013 Tibetan calendar - Cost is $15 each
Judi Hall (TBC)
Membership and Marketing Golf Day
The Calendar shows selected
pictures from Tibet in a desk
unit with it's own stand.
D'Arcy
Peter
Flude
(Marketing)
O'Brien
Proceeds go to his Tibetan Chris
Village
Project, which he spoke
to our
club
about some timeJimago.
Police car project
Antony Nixon
Peter Flude
Roger Frewen
Tony Phillips
Rob Fenton (Banker)

Manta Ray and
Snorkeler, Australia
Photograph by Violeta
Jahnel
A snorkeler appreciates
the beauty of a giant
manta ray in Ningaloo
Reef, off Australia’s
west coast.
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